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Switching of magnetization via spin-orbit torque provides an efficient alternative for nonvolatile
memory and logic devices. However, to achieve deterministic switching of perpendicular magnetization,
an external magnetic field collinear with the current is usually required, which makes these devices
inappropriate for practical applications. In this work, we examine the current-induced magnetization
switching in a perpendicularly magnetized exchange-biased Pt=CoFe=IrMn system. A magnetic field
annealing technique is used to introduce in-plane exchange biases, which are quantitatively characterized.
Under proper conditions, field-free current-driven switching is achieved. We study the Joule heating effect,
and we show how it can decrease the in-plane exchange bias and degrade the field-free switching.
Furthermore, we discuss that the exchange-bias training effect can have similar effects.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.7.024023

I. INTRODUCTION
Spin-orbit torque (SOT) switching of magnetization is a
promising emerging technology for memory and logic
applications [1–3], which offers an advantage over conventional spin-transfer torque in terms of dynamic power
dissipation [4–6]. However, to achieve high bit densities,
perpendicular magnetization is required [7]. Switching of
perpendicular magnetization by SOT has been widely
investigated; when an in-plane charge current is passed
through a material with high-spin-orbit coupling, such as
a heavy-metal layer (Pt [1,3,8], Ta [9–11], W [12], and
Hf [13,14]) or even a topological insulator [15], a spin
current is generated, and it can apply torques on the
adjacent ferromagnetic layer [3,8,16–18]. However, deterministic switching of perpendicular magnetization driven
by SOT requires an additional inversion symmetry breaking
[19]. Usually, this symmetry is broken by applying an
external magnetic field collinear with the current, which is
impractical in device applications.
There have been efforts to achieve deterministic switching without the need of an external field. Field-free
switching has been achieved by introducing a lateral
structural asymmetry, where the thickness of one layer is
changed laterally [10,19,20] or by inducing a tilt in the
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uniaxial anisotropy axis [21]. More recently, field-free
switching was realized in the antiferromagnet and ferromagnet systems, where some form of in-plane exchange
bias (EB) is used instead of an external field [22–25].
In this work, we use a technique for magnetic field
annealing based on current-induced Joule heating and a
method for in-plane EB characterization based on measurement of the anomalous Hall effect. With the help of these
techniques, we study the field-free switching in the
exchange-biased films with the core structure of
Pt=CoFe=IrMn. The in-plane EB at the interface of CoFe
and IrMn replaces the external field and leads to deterministic field-free switching. By examining the in-plane EB on
the device level, we characterize the Joule heating and EB
training effects in these structures. We discuss how these
effects reduce the in-plane EB field over several switching
cycles and, hence, degrade the field-free switching. The
results may find potential applications in SOT devices.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MAGNETIC
CHARACTERIZATIONS
The samples consisting of Tað2Þ=Ptð3Þ=CoFeð0.9; 1.1Þ=
IrMnð3Þ=Ptð1Þ (thicknesses in nanometers) are grown
on Si=SiO2 substrates by dc magnetron sputtering at
room temperature. The samples are patterned into an array
of Hall bar devices by standard photolithography and
dry-etching techniques. The Hall bars have dimensions
of 20 × 130 μm2 and 10 × 40 μm2 . These devices are
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measured using a Keithley 6221 current source, a Keithley
2182A nanovoltmeter, and a Stanford Research Systems
SR830 lock-in amplifier. For low-temperature measurements, we use a physical-properties measurement system.
The external magnetic field is generated by an electromagnet driven by a Kepco power supply. All measurements are
carried out at room temperature, unless specified. All the
magnetic characterizations are done on the device level in
order to be more consistent with the rest of the results. The
resistance characterizations are carried out using four-probe
measurements. Similar results are also obtained in several
batches of the same structures.
The current-driven field-free switching mechanism is
depicted in Fig. 1(a). A charge current passing through Pt
generates a spin current via the spin Hall effect, and the
resulting spin current exerts torques on the magnetization
of the CoFe layer. The schematic of the measurement is

depicted in Fig. 1(b). The magnetic properties characterized
by anomalous Hall measurement are shown in Fig. 2. Here,
the samples are annealed with an out-of-plane magnetic
field of 1 T for 10 min in the −Z direction. Figures 2(a)
and 2(b) show anomalous Hall resistance as a function of
out-of-plane and in-plane magnetic fields, respectively. In
Fig. 2(a), the difference between the resistances of two
states is defined by ΔRfield, which represents the total
change in perpendicular magnetization measured by the
anomalous Hall effect when an out-of-plane external
magnetic field is used to switch the magnetization.
Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and out-of-plane EB
are present in both samples. The small hysteresis loops in
Fig. 2(b) may be a result of misalignment between the
external in-plane field and the film’s surface. It should also
be noted that because of the EB in Fig. 2(b), the samples do
not switch between the two stable states along the easy axis,
only one of the up or down states is observed. As expected,
the sample with tCoFe ¼ 0.9 nm has a larger EB because of
its thinner ferromagnetic layer [26]. However, the sample
with tCoFe ¼ 1.1 nm switches at lower critical current
densities, which should be more appropriate for field-free
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FIG. 1. (a) The studied structure for field-free switching. An
antiferromagnet is placed on top of the ferromagnetic layer with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. A spin current is generated in
Pt and exerts torques on the magnetization of the ferromagnetic
layer. The in-plane exchange bias H IP
EB replaces the external field
for field-free switching. (b) Schematic of the measurement. I and
V show the applied current direction and the measured voltage,
respectively. The direction of the exchange-bias field is either out
of plane along Ẑ or in the longitudinal direction L̂. For all the
measurements, a Hall bar is used. For current-driven switching
measurements, an external magnetic field is applied along the
current direction L̂. Hall voltage is induced by a current I of
constant amplitude 0.5 mA, which is then converted to Hall
resistance. M is the magnetization direction, and θ and φ are its
polar and azimuthal angles.
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FIG. 2. (a) Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and out-of-plane
exchange bias in samples with tCoFe ¼ 0.9 and 1.1 nm measured
by anomalous Hall resistance. The samples are annealed with
magnetic field in the −Z direction. (b) Anomalous Hall resistance
measured with an in-plane field HL . The small hysteresis loops
are due to slight misalignments between the field and the surface
of the samples.
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current (voltage) channel for measuring dampinglike (fieldlike) fields. The ratios corresponding to dampinglike (BL )
and fieldlike (BT ) torques are then calculated [27]

switching since the Joule heating effects are relatively
smaller. We also try CoFe layers thinner than 0.9 nm, but as
expected, they have even larger critical switching currents
and, consequently, a more pronounced Joule heating
effect. Furthermore, the samples with CoFe layers thicker
than 1.1 nm do not have a good perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy and are not useful for the applications. As we
discuss in Sec. V, the Joule heating effects are found to
degrade the field-free switching; hence, for all the switching measurements, we use the sample with tCoFe ¼ 1.1 nm.

BLðTÞ

ΔHL ¼ ðBL  2ξBT Þ=ð1 − 4ξ2 Þ;

We first discuss the current-driven switching in the
presence of an out-of-plane EB to show the possibility
of switching by SOT and to show that out-of-plane EB does
not result in field-free switching. A harmonic technique is
used to investigate the current-induced SOTs in this case
[16,18,27]. It should be noted that in this device,
ξ ≡ ΔRP =ΔRA ¼ 0.12, which is the ratio between the
planar Hall effect and anomalous Hall effect resistances.
To measure ΔRP (planar Hall effect resistance), a large inplane field of 1.5 T is applied to the sample to make the
magnetization in plane. Then, the transverse resistance is
measured as a function of the angle between the in-plane
field and the current direction. ΔRP is defined as the
difference between the maximum and the minimum values
of the transverse resistance. Furthermore, ΔRA (anomalous
Hall resistance) is defined in the same way as ΔRfield shown
in Fig. 2(a). For the harmonic measurements, a small ac
current is passed through the current channel in the
presence of an in-plane magnetic field applied along the
Transverse
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where due to our measurement configuration, we use the
positive sign in the numerator. Figure 3(e) shows the fieldlike
and dampinglike fields at different peak currents. In the
small-current regime, the effective fields have a linear
dependence on the applied current. Based on the resistances
of each layer, the portion of current flowing through the Pt
layer is calculated. We estimate that about 47% of the total
current passes through the Pt layer. Therefore, the effective
dampinglike and fieldlike field efficiencies (ΔH LðTÞ =J)
are calculated to be 22.31 and 7.04 Oe per 107 A=ðcmÞ2,
respectively, where J is the peak current density passing
through Pt. These values are slightly smaller than other
reported values [28,29]. This can be due to the fact that a
much smaller portion of the current passes through the IrMn
layer, which also generates SOT, and its torques tend to
partially cancel the torques from the Pt layer, since they have

Vω (mV)

Vω (mV)
-1.656

ΔHT ¼ ðBT  2ξBL Þ=ð1 − 4ξ2 Þ;

Longitudinal

-1.710

ð1Þ

where V ω and V 2ω are the first- and secondharmonic anomalous Hall voltage signals, respectively.
Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the results for the first- and second-harmonic measurements, which are fitted by parabolic
and linear functions, respectively. Finally, we can obtain the
dampinglike (ΔHL ) and fieldlike (ΔHT ) fields [27]

III. CURRENT-DRIVEN MAGNETIZATION
SWITCHING WITH OUT-OF-PLANE
EXCHANGE BIAS
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FIG. 3. First- and second-harmonic anomalous Hall voltages for the fieldlike field measurement (a),(b) and dampinglike field
measurement (c),(d). H L and H T represent the fields applied along the current (longitudinal) and voltage (transverse) channels,
respectively. The applied current has an amplitude of 7 mA. (e) Fieldlike and dampinglike field dependence on the peak current density
of Pt. The solid line represents the best linear fitting result with zero intercept.
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the same sign of the spin Hall angle [30]. It should be noted
that the SOT responsible for switching stems from the Pt
layer rather than IrMn because of its much higher current
density. Assuming that the dampinglike torque is a result of
the spin Hall effect solely, we can find the spin Hall angle
using θSHE ¼ ð−2jejM s tF =hÞ × ðΔHL =JÞ, where jej, h, tF ,
and Ms represent the absolute value of the electron’s
charge, Planck’s constant, ferromagnetic layer thickness,
and the saturation magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer
[31]. Using a superconducting quantum-interference-device
measurement, the saturation magnetization is found to be
1100 emu=cm3 . The obtained spin Hall angle for Pt in this
structure is 0.082, which is similar to the other reported
values for Pt [32].
In order to achieve deterministic switching, we need
to break the inversion symmetry; thus, as expected, the
out-of-plane EB does not result in field-free switching.
Anomalous Hall resistance is used for current-driven
switching characterization, and the measurement setup is
depicted in Fig. 1(b). For the switching measurement, first
an initialization current pulse of þ60 mA is applied to the
sample. Then, the applied current is swept from þ60 to
−70 mA and back to þ60 mA in the presence of different
in-plane magnetic fields, which are collinear with the
current direction. To make the switching measurements
consistent with the other switching measurements in this
work, pulses with 200 μs widths and a 1-s wait between
successive pulses are used to drive the magnetization
switching.
The resulting plots are shown in Fig. 4. The anomalous
Hall resistance is proportional to the perpendicular magnetization; thus, in order to better describe the currentdriven switching under different in-plane magnetic fields,
we look at the total change in anomalous Hall resistance
after sweeping the current. ΔRfield ðΔRcurrent Þ represents the
total perpendicular magnetization reversal when an out-ofplane field (current) is swept. In this case, ΔRfield ¼
0.473 Ω. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a), ΔRcurrent is almost
negligible for the zero-field case, which indeed shows
that there is no field-free switching. Applying negative
and positive in-plane fields results in different switching
polarities because of the opposite SOT directions [3];
however, jΔRcurrent j is symmetric around the zero field,
in other words, there is no shift in the switching diagram,
which is reasonable since the EB direction is out of plane.
The switching diagram is plotted in Fig. 4(b). The vertical
axis shows ΔRcurrent =ΔRfield , which is plotted as a function
of different external in-plane magnetic fields H L .
ΔRcurrent =ΔRfield represents the switching percentage of
the sample’s area as a result of applying current detected by
the anomalous Hall effect. In our notations, ΔRcurrent has a
positive (negative) value if at large positive currents the
state with positive (negative) anomalous Hall resistance is
preferred. Thus, positive and negative values of ΔRcurrent
correspond to different switching polarities. In this case, we
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FIG. 4. (a) Current-driven switching in the sample with outof-plane EB in the presence of different external in-plane
magnetic fields HL . No asymmetry in jΔRcurrent j between positive
and negative magnetic field values is observed. A current of
45 mA corresponds to a current density of approximately
4 × 107 A=cm2 passing through the Pt layer. (b) The switching
diagram. No shift, or, equivalently, no field-free switching, is
observed. Positive and negative values correspond to different
switching polarities. For this sample, ΔRfield ¼ 0.473 Ω.

do not have field-free switching; the very small shift in the
switching diagram is negligible and may be due to the
remanent in-plane field of the magnet.
As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), ΔRcurrent does not reach
0.473 Ω, even in the presence of larger in-plane magnetic
fields. We suppose this is due to the fact that the current
density becomes smaller on the Hall bar cross-section area
and does not reach the critical value. Furthermore, the
additional pinning effect at the cross-section area may make
complete switching difficult [30]. Hence, the cross-section
region of the device is not completely switched, and
ΔRcurrent does not reach ΔRfield .
IV. FIELD-FREE MAGNETIZATION SWITCHING
WITH IN-PLANE EXCHANGE BIAS
A. In-plane exchange-bias measurement
For field-free perpendicular magnetization switching, an
in-plane EB needs to be introduced. For this purpose, the
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sample’s temperature should be raised above the blocking
temperature in the presence of a large in-plane magnetic
field. The blocking temperature is defined as the lowest
temperature at which the exchange bias becomes zero [26].
In order to extract the blocking temperature quantitatively,
we measure the temperature dependence of the out-of-plane
EB. First, the sample is annealed with an out-of-plane field.
Then, its temperature is reduced to 100 K in vacuum and in
the presence of an out-of-plane field of 1 T. Subsequently,
the out-of-plane EB is measured at different temperatures
up to 350 K, and by fitting the data, the blocking temperature is found to be around 360 K.
We anneal the devices using current-induced Joule
heating in the presence of a large in-plane magnetic field,
which can saturate the magnetization. In this technique, a
dc current with proper amplitude is applied to the device,
which is placed inside a magnetic field. The amplitude of
the applied current is large enough to raise the sample’s
temperature above the blocking temperature but not to burn
the device. The appropriate amplitude is found experimentally for each CoFe thickness. The magnetic field is applied
along the longitudinal direction of the Hall bar; hence, the
longitudinal EB is obtained in the L direction as shown in
Fig. 1(b). For the sample with tCoFe ¼ 1.1 nm, we apply
20- and 30-mA dc currents for the 10- and 20-μm Hall bar
widths, respectively, which translates to a temperature of
400 K according to the temperature dependence of the
resistance in the sample. This temperature is indeed higher
than the blocking temperature. This amplitude results in the
largest in-plane EB without damaging the structure. The
current is applied for 10 min in the presence of an external
field of 1.5 T. Then the samples are cooled for 5 min in the
air with the magnetic field on. After this procedure, the
samples have the same total resistance change ΔRfield
measured by anomalous Hall effect, which suggests that
the magnetic properties are not degraded.
In order to measure the in-plane EB field, the anomalous
Hall resistance is measured as a function of in-plane
external field. The total magnetic energy can be expressed
as
E ¼ ð−K u þ 2πM 2s Þcos2 θ
− M s ðHT cos φ sin θ þ HL sin φ sin θ þ Hz cos θÞ;
ð3Þ
where K u is the magnetic anisotropy, which is in out-ofplane direction, M s is the saturation magnetization, θ and
φ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the magnetization,
respectively, and H T , HL , and Hz are the transverse,
longitudinal, and perpendicular magnetic field components, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). It should
be noted that here we assume that the magnetization
remains uniform in the process. For the in-plane EB
measurement, an external field in the longitudinal

direction is applied, hence, φ ¼ 90°. Thus, Eq. (3) can
be rewritten as
E ¼ ð−K u þ 2πM2s Þcos2 θ − M s H0L sin θ;

ð4Þ

where H0L ¼ HL þ HIP
EB should be used instead of H L to
account for the in-plane EB field. Here, we assume that
the out-of-plane EB is small and negligible, which can be
confirmed by the out-of-plane AHE loop. For different
values of external magnetic field, the total energy should
be minimized with respect to θ. As a result,
∂E
¼ ð−K u þ 2πM 2s Þð− sin 2θÞ − Ms H0L cos θ ¼ 0.
∂θ

ð5Þ

Since H0L is small compared to the anisotropy field, then
cos θ ¼ 0 is not a physically valid solution. Thus,
sin θ ¼

Ms H0L
¼ αH0L ;
2ðK u − 2πM2s Þ

ð6Þ

where αH 0L is very small, and α is a constant for each
sample. The anomalous Hall resistance is proportional to
the out-of-plane component
of theﬃ magnetization or RH ∝
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Mz ¼ M cos θ ¼ M 1 − ðαH0L Þ2 , which can be approximated near αH0L ¼ 0 as RH ∝ M½1 − ðα2 H0L 2 =2Þ ¼
2
M½1 − ðα2 =2ÞðHL þ HIP
EB Þ . Consequently, in order to find
the EB field, RH is measured at multiple in-plane magnetic
fields around its extremum, then a quadratic function is
fitted, and the extremum value is found. The extremum
is where H0L ¼ HL þ HIP
EB ¼ 0, so the EB field can be
extracted. This is illustrated in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). On the
same structure as in Sec. III (tCoFe ¼ 1.1 nm), an in-plane
EB field is introduced in two opposite directions L̂. A
small current of 0.5-mA amplitude is used to measure the
anomalous Hall resistance, and the EB fields are extracted
using the method described above. In this measurement, the
in-plane magnetic field is swept back and forth, and each
point on the graph represents the average of the two values.
The difference of the EB magnitudes for the opposite
directions comes from the fact that they are measured on
two different devices. However, these devices both have the
same structure and are from the same film; thus, this small
difference does not affect the validity of the arguments.
This method enables us to quantitatively measure the inplane EB at different stages in the process. Hence, we are
able to do a comprehensive study of the Joule heating and
training effects on the in-plane EB and field-free switching,
which are discussed in more detail in Sec. V.
B. Field-free magnetization switching
After obtaining large in-plane EB fields, field-free
current-driven magnetization switching is achieved, as
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FIG. 5. (a),(b) In-plane exchange-bias field introduction in two different directions. The red line is the quadratic fit; the resulting
extremum yields the in-plane exchange-bias field. (c),(d) Current-driven switching with in-plane exchange bias in two different
directions measured at different values of applied in-plane field H L . jΔRcurrent j is, in each case, asymmetric with respect to different
fields. Field-free switching is observed. A current of 35 mA corresponds to a current density of approximately 3.1 × 107 A=cm2 passing
through the Pt layer. (e),(f) The switching diagram for different in-plane exchange-bias directions. Shifts to opposite directions are
observed, which is consistent with the exchange-bias field directions. It should be noted that (a), (c), and (e) are the results for first
direction and (b), (d), and (f) are the results for the second one.

described in the following. The measurement is done as
described in Sec. III. Again, for these measurements, a
pulsed current is used. The results are depicted in Figs. 5(c)
and 5(d), where field-free switching is observed as
expected. The field-field switching polarity with positive
(negative) EB field is the same as that with positive
(negative) external in-plane field, which indicates that
the in-plane EB indeed plays the role of the external field.
Unlike Fig. 4(a), in this case jΔRcurrent j is asymmetric
with respect to different in-plane magnetic fields HL . We
attribute this phenomenon to the presence of in-plane EB.
Switching diagrams are plotted in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f).
A clear shift in two different directions is observed, which
is consistent with the EB field directions for each case. As a
result of these shifts, field-free switching is achieved. This
can be described very well with the depicted switching
diagrams; in these cases, ΔRcurrent is large at zero field but
vanishes at some other in-plane field, where the EB cancels
the external field, and no switching is observed. In these
switching diagrams, ΔRcurrent and ΔRfield at zero field are
around 50% and 90% of the maximum values, respectively.
The maximum value of 0.81 is obtained for an approximately 400-Oe in-plane field.
It should be noted that in both cases, the shift in the
switching diagram is smaller than the measured in-plane
EB field. As we discuss in more detail in Sec. V, this can be
a result of the nonuniformity of the EB field throughout the

device [22] or the in-plane EB reduction because of Joule
heating or EB training effect [33]. However, this needs
further investigation. Furthermore, the amount of shift in
Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) is not the same. This may be due to Joule
heating or the EB training effect, which can change the inplane EB during the measurement, and, consequently, the
observed shifts in the switching diagrams depend on the
sequence in which the measurement is carried out.
V. JOULE HEATING AND EXCHANGE-BIAS
TRAINING EFFECTS ON THE
FIELD-FREE SWITCHING
A. Joule heating effect
In order to limit the heating effects in the current-driven
switching measurements, a pulsed current is used. The
critical current for switching is around 40–50 mA, depending on the device dimensions, which translates to a current
density of approximately 4 × 107 A=cm2 passing through
the Pt layer. These relatively large amplitudes can increase
the sample’s temperature through Joule heating. The IrMn
thickness of the structure used in the measurements is 3 nm;
thus, a low blocking temperature is expected [34].
For a quantitative study of the Joule heating effects, we
measure how the temperature of the sample changes in
the switching measurement. To that end, we measure how
the resistance of the sample changes during the time that the
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pulses are applied for switching. We also measure the
temperature dependence of resistance, in a range from
110 to 350 K, and we extrapolate the resistance at higher
temperatures. By comparing these two sets of data, we
estimate the temperature changes during switching. As can
be seen in Fig. 6(a), the temperature can rise to 500 K
during the switching, which is well above the blocking
temperature. This can result in an irreversible loss of the
exchange bias.
In order to show the importance of the heating effects in
these structures, we compare the field-free switching of a
sample under pulsed and dc currents. For the dc current
measurement, which is an extreme case in terms of Joule
heating, the amplitude of the applied current changes from
large negative values to large positive values and back with
no delay between consecutive values. Each value is applied
for around 200 ms.
For this purpose, a sample with tCoFe ¼ 1.1 nm is
annealed using the current. An in-plane EB field of
540 Oe is introduced in the sample. Then the sample is
switched using dc current at zero external field. Afterwards,
the annealing procedure is repeated to ensure that the inplane EB field of 540 Oe is still present. This time, the
sample is switched at zero external field using pulsed
current. The results are shown in Fig. 6(b). With pulsed
current, field-free switching is achieved, while with dc
current, almost no change in Hall resistance (or, equivalently, in perpendicular magnetization) is observed. We
attribute this effect to Joule heating and its impact on the
disappearance of the in-plane EB, since the temperature of
the sample rises above the blocking temperature during the
measurement.
Furthermore, even if pulsed current is used, the field-free
switching still degrades after repeating the measurement
several times. This can be seen in Fig. 6(c). Here, the fieldfree switching measurement of the same structure used
above is repeated 12 times. The total change in Hall
resistance in the switching measurement is decreased,

ð7Þ

where ν0 ≈ 109 Hz is the attempt frequency, Eb is the energy
barrier for antiferromagnetic grain reversal, kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. For samples
with several weeks of stability, τ is around 106 s at room
temperature (T 0 ), which results in Eb ≈ 34.5 × kB T 0 . The
temperature in our measurement goes as high as 500 K,
so the corresponding time scale τ is approximately 1 s,
which is much longer than the pulse duration of 200 μs.
Consequently, the exchange bias does not vanish with one
large pulse; it decreases gradually after many pulses. This
can also explain why in the dc measurement no field-free
switching is observed. In the dc measurement, the high
temperature is kept for much longer than 1 s; as a result,
the exchange bias vanishes instantly, and no field-free
switching is observed. It should be noted that the Joule
heating of the 0.1-mA current used for in-plane EB
measurement is found to be negligible based on a control
measurement in which only the current is applied. In the
control measurement, the sample is not switched; only an inplane field is applied to measure the in-plane EB successively, and after 20 times, there is no significant change in the
First loop
After 12 switching loops

450
400
350

(a)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Current pulse peak amplitude (mA)

ΔRH = 0.1 Ω
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dc

500

ΔRH = 0.15 Ω

Temperature (K)



1
Eb
¼ ν0 exp −
;
τ
kB T

Switching with current at zero field

550

300

and the field-free switching disappears over the time.
This can again be attributed to the Joule heating effect.
However, in this case, the EB training effect may also be a
contributing factor, and this is discussed in the next section.
With the help of our device-level in-plane EB measurement technique, we observe that after each current-driven
field-free switching cycle, the in-plane EB is reduced and
eventually it disappears, as depicted in Fig. 7(a). As noted,
in the switching measurement, the temperature of the
sample goes above the blocking temperature during the
pulse application time. On the other hand, the relevant time
scale τ for antiferromagnetic reordering is given by [22,35]

(b)
-80

-40

0
I (mA)

40

80

(c)
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
I (mA)

FIG. 6. (a) Temperature change at different current pulse peak amplitudes. (b) Current-driven field-free switching comparison of dc
and pulsed currents. With pulse current, field-free switching is achieved, while with dc, almost no change in the Hall resistance is
observed. This is attributed to Joule heating effect. (c) The degrading of field-free switching after 12 successive switching
measurements. For this purpose, only pulsed current is used, and the same measurement is repeated 12 times. A current of
35 mA corresponds to a current density of approximately 3.1 × 107 A=cm2 passing through the Pt layer.
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FIG. 7. (a) In-plane exchange-bias change after several fieldfree current-driven switching cycles. A current of 0.1 mA is
used for the exchange-bias measurement. (b) Anomalous Hall
measurement with out-of-plane field before and after current
annealing with in-plane field and after current-driven switching
measurement. Annealing in the presence of in-plane field
reduces the out-of-plane exchange bias. After the switching
measurement, the out-of-plane exchange bias appears again in
the form of double loops.

EB value. This shows that the heating effect of the 0.1-mA
current can be neglected.
The disappearance of in-plane EB as a result of heating
can be further supported by the comparison of anomalous
Hall data, RH as a function of Hz , at different stages in the
process: before and after current annealing with in-plane
field and after the current-driven switching measurement
shown in Fig. 7(b). After annealing in the presence of a
large in-plane magnetic field, the out-of-plane EB
decreases, which shows that the pinning is in the in-plane
direction. Also, the coercivity is decreased by approximately 100 Oe when the out-of-plane EB decreases, which
agrees with other reported findings [36]. After annealing,
current is used to switch the sample through 12 cycles,
where the critical current for switching is around 45 mA.
After current-driven switching measurement, the out-ofplane EB appears again, this time in the form of double
loops, which further indicates the presence of heating

effects. The temperature of the sample with perpendicular
easy axis is raised above the blocking temperature in the
course of the switching measurement in the absence of any
large external fields. Consequently, the out-of-plane EB
tends to appear again, but there is no preference between
upward and downward pinning directions because both are
along the easy axis, and there is no external field to make a
preference. Thus, some parts of the sample have an upward
pinning and the other parts have a downward pinning;
hence, the double-loop EB appears.
Increasing the IrMn thickness raises the Néel and
blocking temperatures; however, that is not desirable since
it also increases the shunting effect. The SOT for switching
stems from the Pt layer, as shown in Sec. III. By increasing
the IrMn thickness, the shunting effect becomes significant
and less current passes through Pt. Consequently, the
critical current for switching increases. This results in
more Joule heating effect and is not desirable. We try
samples with thicker IrMn layers up to 10 nm, but field-free
switching is not achieved in them.
The Joule heating effect is helpful when switching is
assisted with an external in-plane field. In the same sample,
using dc current reduces the critical current density for
switching by 10% compared to the case where pulsed
current is used. That is due to the fact that the Joule heating
effect raises the temperature of the sample and reduces the
anisotropy, and, consequently, switching becomes easier.
On the other hand, when an in-plane EB is used for fieldfree switching, the heating effect is no longer desirable,
since it reduces the in-plane EB field. In this case, avoiding
the thermal effect is crucial.
B. Exchange-bias training effect
Even if very short pulses with negligible heating effects
are used, the in-plane EB will not be constant after
successive switchings due to the EB training effect. The
training has mostly been investigated in cases where an
external magnetic field is used for cycling through hysteresis loops [33,37,38]. However, it can also exist when SOT
is used for magnetization switching. The spin structure at
the interface of the antiferromagnet and ferromagnet
deviates from its equilibrium state when an EB field is
created. Consecutive switchings can result in a rearrangement of the IrMn’s spin structure at the interface of IrMn=
CoFe towards an equilibrium state [33]. Consequently, a
gradual decrease in the in-plane EB is possible. It should
be noted that there are also some other models and
explanations provided for the origin of the EB training
effect [38–43]. However, in this work, we focus only on the
general concept.
In order to show this effect in our structure, a sample with
tCoFe ¼ 1.1 nm is current annealed, and an in-plane EB
field of 560 Oe is introduced. Then, an out-of-plane
external field is used to switch the sample back and forth.
Afterwards, the in-plane EB is measured again and so on.
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[26]; thus, that may potentially help with the training-effect
problem. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 8, there is a
saturation value for the in-plane EB, which can be high
enough to be used for field-free switching. However, the
training effect has to be studied in these devices, and they
should be designed to have an adequate saturation value.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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FIG. 8. Training effect of the in-plane exchange bias after
successive switching cycles with an out-of-plane field. After each
out-of-plane (OOP) loop, the in-plane exchange-bias field is
decreased, but it has a saturation value. A current of 0.1 mA is
used for the measurements.

The result is depicted in Fig. 8. After each out-of-plane
loop, the in-plane EB is decreased, and this can be
attributed to the training effect. In our case, SOT is used
to switch the perpendicular magnetization. However, as
described above, multiple switchings of the magnetization
itself result in a reduction of the in-plane EB. This can be a
major problem for these devices, since the in-plane EB is
essential for field-free switching. As shown in Fig. 8, after
only 20 successive switchings, the in-plane EB is reduced
by around 30%. This effect will deteriorate the device
performance very fast over the time. By comparing the
results of Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that in our
measurements, the Joule heating effect is dominant over
the exchange-bias training effect in terms of decreasing the
in-plane EB.
VI. CONCLUSION
Field-free perpendicular magnetization switching driven
by spin-orbit torque in an asymmetric exchange-biased
system of Ta=Pt=CoFe=IrMn=Pt is achieved with the help
of device-level magnetic field annealing. The induced
in-plane EB plays the role of the external magnetic field
required for breaking system symmetry. Through in-plane
EB characterization techniques, it is found that Joule
heating and exchange bias training effects can significantly
affect the field-free switching in these structures. In order to
make practical applications possible, these effects are very
important issues that need to be addressed. To have more
robust field-free switching, very narrow pulses can help
with the Joule heating problem, as suggested by the
comparison of dc and pulsed currents for switching, where
a significant improvement can be seen with pulsed currents.
Furthermore, a thin layer inserted between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers can help with thermal
stability [22]. The training effect is known to be smaller
in structures with single-crystalline antiferromagnet layers
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